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Funny news reports

A good sense of humor isn't just a way to make your workday more enjoyable, it can also help you work better (and get ahead). Forbes notes that a playful atmosphere can be incredibly conducive to ideas in creative areas: it helps shut down the part of your brain that monitors your own behavior and feels self-conscious. And even if you don't work in an area that is considered
creative, humor could go a long way to further personal success: a Robert Half International survey, for example, found that 91% of executives believe that a sense of humor is important for career advancement; while 84% feel that people with a good sense of humor have done a better job. Another study by the Bell Leadership Institute found that the two most sought-after features
in leadership were a strong work ethic and a good sense of humor. Of course, being an office clown is easy to take too far, and work is no place for a comedy that pushes the boundaries. If you're not funny, it's fine too - but if you have it, use it. Hit the link to the full list of ways work and funny can mix together well.10 Reasons Why Humor Is The Key to Success at Work | Forbes
via Fast CompanyG/O Media can get commission laughter is triggered when we find something funny. There are three traditional theories about what we consider humorous: the theory of inconsistency suggests that humor arises when logic and familiarity are replaced by things that usually don't go together. Researcher Thomas Veatch says that a joke becomes funny when we
expect one result and another to happen. When a joke starts, our minds and bodies are already waiting to see what happens and how it ends. This expectation takes the form of logical thinking intertwined with emotions and is influenced by our past experiences and our thought processes. When a joke goes in an unexpected direction, our thoughts and emotions suddenly have to
switch gears. Now we have new emotions, backing up a different line of thinking. In other words, we experience two sets of incompatible thoughts and emotions at the same time. We experience this mismatch between different parts of the joke as funny. The theory of superiority comes into play when we laugh at jokes that focus on someone else's mistakes, stupidity or
misfortune. We feel superior to this person, we experience a certain distance from the situation, so we can laugh at it. The theory of relief is the basis for devices that filmmakers effectively use for a long time. In action movies or thrillers, where tensions are high, the director uses comic relief at the right time. He builds tension or tension as much as possible and then decomposes it
slightly with a side comment that allows the viewer to relieve the withered-up emotion, just so the movie can build it up again! Similarly, a real story or situation creates tension within us. How we try to cope Two sets of emotions and thoughts, we need relaxation and laughter is a way to purify our system of built tension and mismatch. (According to Dr. Lisa Rosenberg, humor,
especially dark humor, can help workers cope with stressful situations. The act of producing humor, making a joke, gives us a mental break and increases our objectivity in the face of overwhelming stress, he says.) Next, we learn why we don't all think the same things are funny. Sign up for the BuzzFeed Quizzes - Binge newsletter for the latest quizzes delivered directly to your
Quizzes newsletter inbox! Stat: Six days after AIG received an $85 billion bailout, management went on a $400,000 retreat. Then the government-ment lent AIG another $37 billion. Cheeky: Oh my God, are you serious about the federal government?! It's like you gave your junkie $100 in rent, and then you ran into him on the dog track and gave him another $37 billion! 2. Jon
Stewart, The Daily ShowThe stat: If Rod Blagojevich ends up in prison, four of the last eight Governors of Illinois will have served time. Cheeky: Did you – and this is true – that only 48% of people who commit murder end up in prison? You're more likely to end up in jail if you become governor of Illinois than if you become a murderer. Make a smart choice, kids. 3rd Jay Leno,
Tonight ShowThe stat: This spring, Citigroup announced an $8 billion profit. Cheeky: It just proves you give the company $45 billion in government bailout money, and they show you how to turn it into $8 billion. See, this is capitalism! Taking care of your child's sense of humor is no fun thing. Loud laughter – and often – is a healthy way for her to handle life's small stresses. When
visiting a friend a few years ago, my daughter, Samantha, then 1, burst into a deep belly to laugh. Sure, she's already collapsed, but this time it was different. No one was scheduing at her or strangling her. No one even laughed. Instead, what sent her into a fit of laughter was watching my friend's dog jump up and down over and over again. While it wasn't as hilarious as one-liners
on Friends, bouncy dog was an unusual sight for Samantha - and therefore deserves a heartfeed laugh. At about the age of 1, after months of imitating the smiles and laughter of those around them, toddlers begin to reveal their own sense of humor. Their snickers mark an important developmental milestone and are a clear reflection of the smarts they gain. A sense of humor is
directly related to a child's cognitive development, says Kori Skidmore, Ph.D., a clinical child psychologist at Memorial Children's Hospital in Chicago. Humor evolves as your toddler's memory improves, and she understands (and reminds) that the world works in a certain way, with predictable rules, structure, and When something non-bothering happens that doesn't match those
expectations - like when trying to wear your shoes - she is now aware of the discrepanch and may find the act hysterical. Most children inherit their funny bones from their parents, experts say. Moms and dads who have a good sense of humor generally produce kids that too. But the environment of the child also has a huge influence. Caregivers, who often laugh or joke, serve as
role models and provide ample opportunities for the toddler to mimic humor. Even a young child learns to recognize humor when they see his parents communicate with him in a way that makes him laugh, or when they recognize his first attempts to be funny and laugh with him, says Doris Bergen, Ph.D., professor of pedagogical psychology at Miami University in Oxford, Ohio.
Playful interactions teach your toddler to appreciate the lighter side of life and see inconsistencies in everyday situations. When he laughs, use the words to describe the situation (That's a stupid face! or Elm's dance is funny!), so your toddler learns to apply language to a humorous event. If you laugh easily and use a warm, confidence-building tone in games like peekaboo, your
child will enjoy humor too. Nothing is too banal for a toddler, but here's what usually makes 1-year-olds laugh. Ridiculous. Now, your child has developed a routine and knows what to expect from their world. When you do something unusual (without scare her), she can find it funny, Dr. Skidmore says. Utterly silly acts, such as wearing your toddler's pants on your head while
changing diapers (as my husband used to do), are likely to spark giggles. Those pants, as she knows now, belong on her feet, not on your head. Predictable surprise. Babies and toddlers spend many months mastering the idea of the permanance of an object: the idea that things and people exist even when they are out of sight. Games like peekaboo reinforce this idea of how
the world works. Your child now knows that you are hiding behind a chair, and if you confirm her suspicions by playfully jumping out, she will be pleased and express this feeling with laughter. Disparate humor. Your toddler can also gig-gle on things that should be a certain way but aren't. First comes the visual mismatch - if your child sees a picture of a dog wearing a fluffy hat, for
example, she can laugh, says Dr Bergen. The ability to recognize this discrepancy develops at the age of 11/2 or 2. Later, your child breaks down into lingual inconsistency (as when daddy is called mommy). And by kindergarten, when humor becomes more conceptual, it will laugh at the pun in a knock-knock joke, for example. Caring for your child's emerging ability for humor is
like presenting him with a lifelong gift. Laughter is a mechanism for pleasure and A tool for coping with difficult life moments, Dr. Skidmore points out. While having a good sense of humor doesn't necessarily make kids smarter, it will enrich their lives. If your 1-year-old throws a tantrum at a naptime, de-fuse situation with humor: Get a bit on your stomach as you wear it to your crib,
for example. In your daily routine, teach her to embrace the stupid side of life. Make goofy faces or slap a sticker on your nose to provoke giggles. If you're looking for some laughs, check out these hilarious political cartoons. Sign up for our newsletter Enjoy the best stories, advice and jokes! The weather is a serious issue... well it usually is; here is 11 times it was something other
than. Want more weatherman antics? Check out these 10 TV meteorologists who are having very bad days. I have to say via YouTube that His Royal Highness is quite engaging in front of the camera. If he wasn't royal, he'd be a good weatherman! Via YouTube If ads are going to sell a product, this one definitely sells weather channel. Via YouTube you know you're in for some
seriously cold temperatures when your weather guy brings a forecast wearing a torch toy. via YouTube Oh my God! Can you count how many times this woman flubs her weather forecast? via YouTube We all have these moments (especially at 4:30 in the morning)... ours just aren't caught on-air! via YouTube I do not know what is more fun ... CHCH Canada is Nicola Jones'
charming freak-out, or shaky shots of her uninvited guest. via YouTube This clip gives new meaning to news toss. The fact that the meteorologist's co-anchor won't let him live down is priceless! via Youtube It's posting meteorologists worst chroma-key nightmare! via YouTube This bad meteorologist had #2 reason to get off the air. via YouTube It looks like East Anglia is retaliating
for all times its weather forecasts have been poor. Wrong.
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